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Market Update: 
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Summary 
 
U.S. and world equity markets declined last week before rebounding last Friday and today.  At the trough 
last Thursday, February 8th, the S&P 500 was 10% below the most recent peak.  For a longer-term 
perspective, the graph below highlights all corrections greater than 10% since 1928.  Encouragingly, 
according to Ned Davis Research, since 1945 there have been 27 S&P 500 declines of between 10% and 
20%, and the average time to recover has been 4 months.  Accordingly, we view the recent weakness as 
evidence of a healthy, well-functioning market and remain positive on equities.  
 

 
 

Conflicting Signals Giving Rise to Recent Volatility 
 

• Lower taxes and reduced regulations are giving rise to stronger economic growth and increasing 
corporate profits.  On the flipside there are concerns that faster growth will lead to higher wages 
and inflation, causing interest rates to rise. 

• On balance, we view the economic positives outweighing the concerns. 
• We believe the recent market pullback is because equity markets simply got ahead of themselves, 

as evidenced by the S&P 500 advancing almost 8% in January, before pulling back.  
• Healthy equity markets decline periodically as existing investors record profits and new 

investors are thus provided an opportunity to get in at attractive prices.  The pullback is a normal 
part of a well-functioning market, and nothing more. 
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Why We Remain Positive on Equities 
 

• The S&P 500 is now trading at approximately 17 times 2018 expected earnings which is in line 
with the long-term average. 

• U.S. corporate profitability is strong and is expected to improve further due to faster economic 
growth and lower taxes. 

• Inflation and wage growth, while rising, are not expected to reach levels that would impede 
corporate profit growth or cause interest rates to rise to levels that would choke off the economic 
expansion. 

• International economies are improving, signifying a global economic resurgence.  Valuations in 
overseas markets are also very attractive. 
 

Conclusion  
 

• Recent market decline is quite normal and healthy. 
• World equity markets are attractively valued. 
• While we would not be surprised if the market remains volatile in the near term, our outlook for 

2018 and beyond remains positive due to excellent economic and corporate fundamentals. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This newsletter contains material received from outside sources that we consider reliable as of the date 
herein.  However, Vestor Capital makes no representation as to the completeness or accuracy of data 
received from outside sources, and no duty is hereby assumed to update or in any other way to make 
current and/or complete and/or accurate any of the said information.  Securities are identified for 
illustrative purposes only.  This should not be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell any 
securities. 
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